THE RELEASE

« The Melody of Alzheimer’s »
« Without music, life is not worth living » summarizes Bernard Lechevalier, Inserm
researcher and pioneer in France in research on the link between music and brain.
What if music could allow life to regain its worth, lost because of the disease ? What if it had
the wonderful power of changing the daily life of people affected by the disease ? These are
the questions asked by « The Melody of Alzheimer’s » .
The musical and scientific documentary tell the experience that 15 people from OSE’s
association have lived in a Therapeutic stay at the Abbaye de La Prée hosted by « Les petits
frères des Pauvres » and « Pour que l’Esprit Vive ».
Between 2010 and 2013 , the patient’s health improved dramatically. Thanks to music and
Tango, Ida, Rosette, Paule, Willy, Jean-Claude smile again and rediscover the joy of sharing.
Throughout this visionary documentary, some of the most recognized neurodegenerative
diseases specialists, neurology, neuropsychology and cognitive psychology researchers and
artists from several fields, opinions and discoveries explain on a scientific, medical and
human side these impressive health improvements.
Both moving and invigorating, « The Melody of Alzheimer’s » make spectators think about
the way our society currently cares for neurodegenerative disease’s patients.
More than a simple testimony, this musical and scientific documentary expects answers.
Julia Blagny and Anne Bramard-Blagny created this project. Music has always been an
important component of their lives and documentaries
« The Melody of Alzheimer’s » has been supported by the SACEM and Inserm for the
writing ; by the Sacem, La Caisse Nationale de Solidarité pour l’Autonomie (CNSA), the
Inserm, les Petits Frères des Pauvres, Pour Que l’Esprit Vive, l’œuvre de Secours aux
Enfants (OSE), Le Groupe AUDIENS, Malakoff Mederic, Le Train Expo SNCF (Alzheimer), le
Conseil Général de la Nièvre, the city of Decize and Lions Club of Decize for the production ;
it is a co-production from Films de l’Europe, Moving Angel, Jeunes pour le monde
This documentary will be broadcasted by Canal C2 (Strasbourg University), Canal 32
(Troyes), Télessone, ORF, Okto TV, and Radio Afrika (Austria), CeskaTelevize (Czech
Republic) and TVP (Poland).
« The Melody of Alzheimer’s » has been presented as a Premiere on Tuesday February 11th,
at the « Musique, sciences et santé, accord majeur » meeting at the SACEM in Neuilly-SurSeine
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The Documentary
Three years of observation, shared experiences,
then filming in order to check the importance of
the Musique and The Tango close to people who
have degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer
diseas.
Notes, words then steps.
The narrative is the exceptional story of fifteen
patients at the “Abbaye de La Prée”.
The music workshops, then tango interspersed
into daily life, surrounded by the researchers of the laboratories
Inserm and CNRS.
Ida doesn’t speak, she doesn’t smile. She is transformed into the ad
hoc assistant, it is Ida who becomes the interlocutor of JeanClaude, a lawyer in his sixties. He rediscovers the joy of sharing.
Georgette, Rosette, Paule, Suzanne, Willy follow!

This poetical documentary leads us to question the necessary
changes to be made in terms of the prevention, care and support of
neurodegenerative diseases, and hence to reflect on the evolution
of society.
It is the quest for knowledge.
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They are researchers...
The Allegros of Alzheimer’s
(10 interviews with researchers)
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They are the patients...
The « Vivaces » of Alzheimer’s
8 patient descriptions
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They are musicians, dancers…
The concertos of Alzheimer’s
8 interviews with musicians
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They are doctors...
The legatos of Alzheimer’s
8 interviews with doctors
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ANNE BRAMARD-BLAGNY, AUTHOR – DIRECTOR
In the lineage of her family, she would have had to be a
lawyer; but covered with her diplomas, at 20 years old, she
heads for the journalism and the Latin America. Among the
shelter of the witch-doctor Jivaro, the Andes community, the
deprived children of Bolivia or Brazil, she goes to foes across
the roads, the ways and the rivers, bringing with her
documents, photos, films, which earn her a lot of prices.
But above all, she travels with Julia, her daughter that she
has chosen to give birth in the Indian Quarter of La Paz, in
order to lend her wings, before she finds herself her own
roots. Mother and daughter will go exploring the world,
followed by French television teams and by those of the
crossed countries.
So, long-distance traveller, Anne will turn into Author,
Director, Producer, Collection’s Manager, Lecturer,
Teacher…
180 documentaries, hundreds and hundreds of lectures will
sprinkle years of meetings, of shares...
In 2000, Anne refocuses her activity on the heritage, the artists, musicians or dancers, in
diaspora.
In 2004, the serie « Abodes and places of History» filmed by Jean-Luc Mage, obtained the Heritage
Price of the « Historical Abode »
In 2008-2009, she is invited at the La Prée artist residence, where she discovers the work of the
composer Olivier GRIEF composer, and chooses to pay tribute to him on the occasion of his tenth
anniversary of his death. This movie have, as soon as the first projection, a great success. « Le
Monde », « Le Figaro », « L’Express » talk about it, six festivals catch it.
In 2011/2012, Stay at the La Prée Artist Residence for the projects “The Alzheimer Melody”, but also
for “Etienne-Jules Marey. Science at the roots of the Arts” and “Maurice Emmanuel, seeking buried
treasures”, in the context of the creation of a medical-scientific-music-audiovisual platform, conducted
in partnership with several researchers of the Bourgundy University (Inserm/CNRS)
In 2013, in close collaboration with Julia Blagny, for two musical projects unanimously reward and
recognised by the press as soon as their releases.
The musical DVD « Maurice Emmanuel, la Rumeur du Monde » (5 diapasons and 4 Classica stars)
The set-box « Les Incontournables d’Olivier Greif » (Diapason d’Or, Clef du mois ResMusica, Coup de
Cœur Charles Cros, 4 étoiles ForumOpéra et 3 étoiles Classica).
In 2014, Anne continues with Julia her work on the Power of the Music.
This is « The Melody of Alzheimer’s », a whole of musical and scientific documentaries, as about thirty
interviews with patients, musicians, doctors and researchers.
In 2015, release of three documentaries «Etienne-Jules Marey, La science aux Réveil des Arts »,
« Dans la résonance de Maurice Emmanuel » and « Lumières de femmes », a documentary dedicated
to the female composers.
In 2016 / 2018, based on all these works, this is the setting up of « The Caravan of Memory » and the
web documentary « Music, Movement, Tango and Brain ».
All these movies have been unanimously recognised by the critics and selected in numerous festivals,
the « Fifa de Montréal », « Arte Cinema de Naples », « ImagéSanté de Liège » and the « 11th
Scientific Film Festival of Athens ».
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distributor

JULIA BLAGNY, AUTHOR-DIRECTOR
For as long as I can remember, there is always
a camera, not very far from my mother’s Turkish
pants. In love with wide-open spaces, she gives
rise to me at La Paz, in Bolivia. All my childhood
is made of travels, filmings, the discovery of the
other.
When it is my time to express myself, I choose
the more familiar tool, the lens.
I work several years in a production company,
as co-author of « C’est Pas Pareil » (52 capsule
film over 3 minutes) broadcasted by Marathon
International.
I have 22 years,i write and realise my first documentary over 52 minutes « Hayet Ayad, a
sing for the life » ranked in category 2 by the SCAM and selected by the URTI.
« Por primera vez », by the director Octavio Cortazar calls me to mind and I go to Cuba, in
order to take his lessons in the EICTV and to perfect me in the documentary realisation. The
EICTV, the INA and the Ateliers Varan are the bearings of my training, polished by ground
and life !
Music again, I go with the brass band « La Belle Image » at the Oruro Carnaval, with my
inseparable camera, to testify of this surprising franco-bolivian exchange.
The journey in Bolivia permit me to broach the theme of street children, for which my camera
become a place of expression and catharsis. I obtain a favourite for child-challenge to edit
with the street child from Bolivia.
Music always, I take part in co-direction with the elaboration of a set-box of 12 DVD
dedicated to the vast work of the composer Olivier Greif.
On my way, I hade the chance to see great artists as Henri Dutilleux, Carolyn Carlson, Marc
Minkowski, Alain Kremski, U Roy, Jaime Torres…and to follow them with my camera.
I carry out the shots of several subjects around Etienne-Jules Marey, Marguerite Monnot,
Maurice Emmanuel, Bach, the melody of Alzheimer’s…and I am present on several
recordings.
Otherwise, I have acquire a good knowledge of the post-production tools and often carry out
my own movie edits.
On the roads of solidarity, my last filmings permit me to live with children from Lokaro, in the
bush, in the south of Madagascar and to deal with my knowledge in depth of the First Nation
in Quebec.
Finally, touched by numerous testimonies, I train young people from suburbs to the
audiovisuals skills and it is a huge pleasure to see some children being passionate in their
turn.
Fortified by all these experiences, I keep going on this way of open-mindedness and
discovery. Because travel and filmings are virus for life !
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